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INTENSIFIED NIGHT ATTACKS

In their night attacks on the German occupied Norwegian coast aircraft

of Coastal Command early this morning bombed two medium-sized enemy merchant

ships, an aerodrome, troop barracks, and a German held strongpoint.

Bombs dropped by a single Hudson were seen to explode on the two enemy

vessels, while an Australian Hampden squadron of Coastal Command bombed the

aerodrome, barracks and strongpoint near Kristiandsand, on the southern tip of

Norway, with high explosives and incendiaries.

The weather was bad but the Hampden pilots found their target. The first

aircraft dropped its high explosives and incendiaries on the barracks and in

the woods around.

"We saw fires leap up in the woods," said the pilot, "A few moments later

there were explosions, and green, blue and white flashes provided a giant

fireworks effect. That suggested we had hit an ammunition dump. We started six

big fires which increased in violence, and we watched them burn brightly until

we were about pO miles away,”

The crew which followed this aircraft added to the blase with both H,S, and

incendiary bombs and saw the six fires merge into one great blase. The pilot of

this aircraft said "I dropped jay stick of high explosives right across the

barrack block. We fixed that place all right,”

Another target attacked was a stronge point on the Island of Oderoen, Hires

sprang up in .the strongpoint itself and around it, "They were burning brightly
as we set course for home," said the navigator.

A pilot who attacked the aerodrome said; "We dropped our bombs and

incendiaries and saw them explode right across the target.”

Early this morning a Hudson bomber patrolling the coast sighted two merchant

ships of medium tonnage lying side by side in a narrow fjord.

"They were lashed together as though one was refuelling from the other,
he said, ”1 throttled back and went into a dive. At once the ships started

shooting at me.

"I gradually increased the angle of the dive until I was going down very

steeply. Then I pulled out and at yd feet released a stick of bombs across both

of the ships. As we passed over the vessels the rear gunner opened fire at the

deck gunners. We skimmed over them just above the mast,”

"a big belch of black smoke rose from the ships,” said the rear gunner,
"The whole stick.burst right across them".

The Hudson however did not escape undamaged, cannon shell tore a hole
two feet across in the bomb doors, and a wing was punctured by flak, but the

aircraft returned safely to base and landed without difficulty.


